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Just Between Us…

by Lenda Williams

Welcome Spring
memory for all of us!

and

hope

winter

is

a

distant

Since the Mar/Apr column, Richard and I have been attempting to
get his house ready to sell and making a vain attempt to make room in
my small house for another person. I have lived here for 24 years and
have every drop of space is filled. No, I’m not a hoarder, just a collector.
All of you that are now laughing…STOP. Did I forget to tell you that he
comes with 2 cats? Shhhh, I haven’t told my 2 dogs that they are going to
have a feline brother and sister. My big worry is they will ask if they taste
as good as squirrel…. During this time he also had major dental surgery
that turned into a nightmare. Anything that could go wrong had to take
a number and wait in line. When someone is in that much pain, you find
out what they are really like. Thru it all, he was the same kind and gentle
man that he has always been.
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We have set the date for July 12th. It’s going to be a tiny wedding,
just family. Both of us have very small families and we are both looking
forward to both families getting to know each other. His family is from
Australia, but they have lived here for many years. Just love the accents.
My children, the parents of my beautiful grandchildren, are excited…think
maybe they believe that I have lived long enough to be a problem to
them and now Richard has come to rescue them? We laugh that we have
all these wedding planners that are frustrated with us. Seems that we are
not getting things done fast enough for them. Could it be bothering them
that we haven’t started planning the wedding? I’ve promised them as
soon as the May/June issue of the paper is out and delivered, I will get
busy.
Thanks to all of you that have been so kind and encouraging!

Lenda Williams

Our Search for Cover Artwork —

Across the U.S. and Canada, you can always tell The Country
Register by it’s cover. Our publishers seek to find cover art or photos
from the state the paper represents. To that end, we are seeking the
work of artists from Illinois to feature on our covers. The art must be in
good taste and consistent with the theme of the papers.
If you would like your work to be considered, please send an
email indicating your interest to countryregister@cox.net

NEEDLES-N-PINS
STITCHERIES

About Our Cover Art...

“Dee Dee” is the result of several different artists pooling their talents
to create great artwork for today’s market. Each of the artists on the team
brings their own strength and expertise to the group. They work together
mixing photography, typography, painting and graphic design to create
beautiful artwork with widespread appeal.

To view more designs by Dee Dee, go to www.PennyLanePublishing.
com or call Penny Lane Publishing at 800-273-5263 for more information.

This pattern is free for you to use. Not for commercial use. Enlarge or
reduce to your desired size. May be used for embroidery, pillows,
paintings, the uses are numerous! Please give credit to the artist.
NEEDLES-N-PINS STITCHERIES
Find more patterns at:

www.etsy.com/shop/needlesnpinsstichery
Colleen Bass
cbass@acsalaska.net
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Flea Market

Space available • 2nd weekend of every month thru September
Stop by for the
largest selection of
Hawthorne Centre
crafts & gifts, in the
Galesburg area!
Craft & Antique Malls Also
unique antiques
Looking for craft & antique dealers
& collectibles
309-344-2818 • 2188 Veterans Drive, Galesburg • Mon-Fri 9-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 11-4

OVER THE TEACUP
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Tea:

Making a Special Occasion

Special

By Janet Young

We are entering the time of year when many celebrations are being
planned i.e. Mother’s Day, graduations, bridal showers, even weddings,
and the list goes on. These are occasions that lend themselves to an
afternoon tea or high tea type of celebration. After all, wouldn’t you
agree, a milestone celebration deserves an extra special way to honor
the honoree.
It’s amazing how tea can represent solitude if having it alone, yet at
the same time, can elicit the pleasure of company, when sharing it with
others. So, to help you get started in planning a tea party to remember,
(and, yes, tea parties are a reservoir of memories) I have some tips and
hints that will help you serve the perfect cup of tea.
Beginning with the teapot, remember never use soap when cleaning
your pot, as tea absorbs flavors quickly. By the same token, tea should
be served in a teapot that has been reserved solely for tea, and a china
or glass teapot is the better choice of materials. Now that you have your
pot(s) selected, you will want to warm your pot while you are preparing
the water for the tea. Meanwhile, remember to start with cold water
when preparing to boil the water that will be used to make the tea.
White Tea: Before water boils, steep 30 seconds to two minutes.
Green Tea: Heat water until just before boiling, and steep one to
three minutes
Oolong Tea: Heat water until just boiling, steep three to five minutes
Black Tea: Heat water until boiling, steep three to five minutes
Tisanes: Heat water until boiling and steep for five minutes
Loose leaf tea is always the better choice. However, if you are using
teabags, make sure they are of the best quality.
When the party begins, it is the role of the hostess to pour the tea.
Sugar, milk, and lemon can be offered after the tea has been poured.
The original teacups were so thin, that it was thought that milk should go
into the cup first, so as not to shatter it. But that no longer applies today,
so milk can easily be added after tea has been poured. However, it
might be interesting to note that according to Andrew Stapey, a chemical
engineer, at Loughborough University in Leicestershire, England, there
is yet another theory. Mr. Stapey says milk should be added first. The
reasoning behind his claim is that milk heats evenly that way. By pouring
milk into the tea afterward, it allows the proteins in the milk to unfold in a
way that allows skin to form on the top.
Another option for the hostess would be to designate someone to
pour the tea. It would be considered an honor to be asked to pour tea.
This allows the hostess to be free to greet her guests and make sure the
food is replenished as needed.
When serving sandwiches, add interest by using rye, whole wheat,
raisin, or other breads. The presentation will be elevated to another level
as the various tastes and textures add interest to the array of sandwiches.
Now the rest is up to you to add the special touches that make your
celebration more personal. Perhaps Arthur Gray knew what he was talking
about when he said, “The spirit of the tea beverage is one of peace,
comfort, and refinement”. Yes, truly the art of tea brings an element of
refinement that is hard to duplicate. Therefore, what better way is there
to put the SPECIAL in a special celebration than through tea!

–Janet Young, Certified Tea and EtiquetteConsultant, is a founding
member of Mid-Atlantic Tea Business Association and freelance writer/
national tea presenter. Visit her website at www.overtheteacup.com.
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Sunshine on a Rainy Day
Tea and sunshine make the perfect blend. But we don’t need a
sunny climate to brighten others’ lives. Good thing, because in Seattle,
“Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head.” Even on gray days, we can bring
sunshine to others with tea. Here are ways to brighten cloudy days.

Tea-Tray Sunshine

When my neighbor, Karen, became immobile because of foot surgery
on her birthday, I brought her a light supper on a tea tray. I purchased
tea, rye bread, and a garlic-ring sausage at a small European grocer and
prepared Abendbrot, German for supper, literally “evening bread.” Swiss
cheese slices, triangle-shaped cucumber-and-cream-cheese sandwiches
with dill, fruit, and a birthday cupcake added to the menu.
I brewed Czar Nikolas St. Valentine tea and poured it into a quart jar
with a lid for transporting. A soft ice chest (without ice) was the perfect
way to carry the tea, teapot, and teacup.
Karen enjoyed sipping the fragrant blend of black tea with rose petals
and safflower. “This is just perfect,” she kept saying as she ate her supper.
Since she lives alone, I stayed to visit and then gave her a parting hug.
She saved the cupcake and a cup of tea for later.
Another evening, I brought Karen a tea tray with asparagus strata,
chicken broth with noodles, olives stuffed with cream cheese, homemade
yogurt scones with lemon curd, a chocolate cookie—and, of course, tea.
I tore petals from my rose bouquet and sprinkled them on her tray for an
added touch.
“How lovely. This is so delicious,” she repeated again and again. We
chatted then prayed together before I left.
Tea-tray meals hit the spot for my convalescing neighbor and brought
a ray of sunshine to her life.
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Doorstep Sunshine

Another neighbor battled cancer and was put on a restricted diet.
Occasionally I left fruit or flowers on her doorstep to add “sunshine.” One
time I prepared a small plate with a doily, flower petals, and a cupcake
liner filled with pomegranate seeds, and tucked a probiotic herbal teabag
on the side.
Other times I left fresh flowers or a small plant along with a floral pick
holding an encouraging note. Sometimes I brightened the bouquet by
adding colorful, foil-wrapped teabags fastened to floral picks or toothpicks.
Later she e-mailed, “You always know the way to a neighbor’s heart.”

You’re the Sunshine

No doubt, you’ve heard or even sung, “You Are My Sunshine.” I’ve
certainly appreciated the sunshine others added to my life during gray
times. Now it’s my delight to seize opportuni-TEAS to bring cheer to family
and friends.
Do you know individuals who are walking through a rainy season of
life? If so, won’t you join me and bless others with tea and sunshine?

Lydia E. Harris, M.A. in Home Economics, is blessed with five
grandchildren and authored the book, Preparing My Heart for
Grandparenting (AMG Publishers).

From Lydia’s Recipe File:

Asparagus Strata

Easy to make and share. Delicious for any meal.
6 slices bread (white or
wheat)
3/4 pound of fresh asparagus
spears, woody ends
removed
2

cups grated cheese
(cheddar, Swiss, or both)

1 cup chopped cooked ham
3 eggs, beaten
1 1/2 cups milk
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1/4 teaspoon pepper
Tomato slice for garnish
Directions:
1. Add one teaspoon oil to a 9 x 13-inch baking pan. Add washed
asparagus spears and bake at 350 degrees for 10 minutes.
2. Reserve eight 4-inch asparagus spears to decorate top. Cut the rest
into one-inch pieces.
3. Cut bread into cubes. Place half into a deep 9-inch pie pan sprayed
with non-stick spray.
4. Layer half the ham, asparagus, and cheese on bread.
5. Repeat layers of bread, ham, asparagus, and end with cheese.
6. Beat together the eggs, milk, and seasonings. Pour over strata
ingredients. Push the bread down into the liquid mixture.
7. Arrange reserved asparagus spears like spokes on top. Add tomato
slice in the center.
8. Bake at 350 degrees for 35 to 45 minutes until strata is firm but still
moist.
Serves 6.

Optional: Prepare the strata the day before through step 7. Cover and
refrigerate overnight. Next day, uncover and bake in a preheated
oven.

The Country Register of Illinois
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FABRIC
1500 bolts of fabric
Machine Quilting Service
1 week average turnaround time
113 N Main Street
Altamont, IL 62411
618-483-6009
Mon – Fri 9am – 5pm
Saturday 9am – 3pm

330 S Superior St
Ramsey, IL 62080
618-423-1239

Mon – Fri 9am – 3pm

www.quilttopshop.com

Random Acts

by Maranda K. Jones

Well Spent!

Designed by Ann Jones
If you have any questions about these quilt instructions please contact:
Erica Skouby at Nine Patch Quilt & Fabrics
129 E Walnut • Nevada, MO • 417-667-7100 • www.ninepatchnevada.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The Dropped Stitch
by Sharon Greve

“Are you going to throw your tooth on the roof?” I
asked Teague, knowing his first tooth would be coming out in a few
days. With eyebrows raised in confusion, he answered, “Why would I throw my
tooth on the roof?” I told him I often read a story to my classes about different
customs around the world regarding baby teeth, losing them, getting new ones and
visits from the tooth fairy. He shook his head, added a verbal no, and said he would
probably just put it under his pillow.
“Are you going to use my peanut butter and jelly pillow?” was my follow-up
question, wondering if some of my childhood belongings would finally be put to
use again. When I was younger, I had a round purple pillow with ruffles around the
edge, especially for the tooth fairy. The two stuffed dolls, Peanut Butter and Jelly,
came out of the big pocket to play, and a smaller pocket was marked for the teeth.
At night I would carefully place my lost tooth in the little pocket and wait for
morning to find it replaced with a coin. I found two coins when I lost my two front
teeth. Colliding with my sister’s forehead on a bouncy house knocked those loose
teeth right out. Teague said he would probably just put it under his pillow, and that
now he understands why I do not like bouncy houses.
I told him of yet another custom. Some children put the lost tooth in a jar of water
overnight, and in the morning, it will be replaced with coins. Not really interested, he
changed the subject. “Can I ask the tooth fairy for what I want?” I told him no, she’s
not Santa, and as far as I know, she does not accept wish lists. She does not care if
you are naughty or nice. She just wants your baby teeth. I told him she usually works
strictly with currency and to just expect money. This brightened his smile and he
announced, “This will be a good way to make a couple hundred bucks and lollipops!”
More motherly questions came out of my mouth. When does the tooth fairy bring
lollipops? How do you know this? He said it just sounded like a good idea to him.
One more question. “So, do you want to use my special pillow or put your tooth in
a jar of water?” Same answer as before. “No, I’ll just put it under my pillow.”
And that is just what he did, along with a note begging the tooth fairy to let him
keep what turned out to be two teeth, both wiggled out by his dentist. He just
wanted to keep those teeth even if he did not get a dime. Teague woke up early
and was happy to find a small bag of coins on his dresser with a note saying he
could keep his teeth for good luck.
Finding coins is often considered good luck, and maybe even more so when a
penny is found heads up. Not all coins are merely dropped by chance in a parking lot
however. Some coins are left with purpose, and you might find a variety of coins left
on gravesites as you walk through a cemetery this Memorial Day. Visitors might leave
pennies on headstones as a way of paying respect to the departed. Nickels indicate the
visitor attended boot camp with a deceased soldier, dimes show they served together,
and quarters confirm the visitor was with the soldier when he or she was killed.
Tradition says this ancient practice began with the Romans or perhaps even earlier.
Greek mythology supports the belief that coins left for the deceased paid for
their journey in the afterlife. Those who left coins might have also asked for favors,
for a problem to be solved, or for a wish to be granted. Some Americans believe
coins are a reminder to offer up to God trust for the deceased and for themselves,
appreciating and displaying the phrase In God We Trust on a small memento to
remain on the grave forever.
Jews left rocks on gravestones, as a way to participate in building the marker
itself. Rocks were permanent additions, and seeing other rocks would comfort those
loved ones still living. We tend to find solace knowing that the deceased are not
forgotten. Whatever the origin, these customs continue today.
Today we find graves surrounded with a multitude of decorations. Real flowers and
fake flowers, stepping stones and solar lights may be seen on a hillside amongst names
and dates. The mementos are reminders that we all miss someone who has died
before us. We leave fingerprints, shed tears, whisper prayers, and long for one more
moment. We drop coins out of tradition, well spent with remembrance and respect.
© 2015 Maranda K. Jones

Maranda Jones’ new book Random Acts
is now available at amazon.com.

The book includes her reader-acclaimed articles from the last decade.

THE INCREDIBLE—INEDIBLE—EGG

The egg is a universal symbol of the sun and the source of all life. Myths handed
down from the past have shown man’s relationship with the egg as deep-rooted. In
Pagan times, the egg was celebrated in the coming of spring as symbols of new
life and fertility as a rebirth of nature after the long, cold winter. It was a mediator
between earth and heaven and between humans and deity. As such, the egg has
occupied an important cultural place for thousands of years. An old Latin proverb:
“Omne vivum ex ovo” means “all life comes from an egg.” Eggs were held as an
emblem of life and rebirth in almost all ancient cultures, entering into many
religions and as an emblem of resurrection to Christianity.
Aside from all the mystical meanings of egg-decorated designs of various cultures,
just the act of egg decoration is part of a greater legend. However, egg decorating
doesn’t need to be accomplished with messy dyes, paints, or wax and often timeconsuming methods to have beautiful reusable keepsake eggs which become family
tradition treasures. Visit your local yarn shop for Easter egg patterns available for
knitters, crocheters, and quilters. Or, enjoy the following simple pattern.
Super simple crochet Easter eggs can be safely
made by children as well as adults. Don’t know how
to crochet? No problem. All one needs to know is
how to crochet a chain—the first basic stitch in
crocheting which is easy for all ages and is taught in
crochet/knitting magazines/books and local yarn
shops as well as internet tutorials. It’s so simple!
Materials needed: crochet thread/yarn, crochet
hook for size of thread/yarn, a Styrofoam egg, and
fiber glue. Simply crochet a long chain of about four
feet to begin; pull the open loop large so as not to
have stitches unraveling, and remove your hook.
Apply glue to the egg’s base end. Then tuck the
beginning chain tail under the first stitch; place that stitch on the glue in the center
of the egg base and begin gluing and wrapping the egg with the chain around and
around (keeping the right side up), applying glue to the egg to continue wrapping.
When the wrapping of the chain reaches the top of the egg, apply glue to the tip
end; fasten off the chain, hiding the ending tail under the last couple of chain
stitches and press the last stitch into the glue. Note: If the original chain of four feet
is not enough chain for the egg size, stop wrapping and gluing and crochet more
chain stitches. If the original chain is too long for the wrapping of the egg, just
unravel the chain to the last two chains needed to finish off the covering of the egg,
fasten off, hide the tail under the chains, and finish gluing to the egg. Yarn may be
glued in stripes or bands, using separate chains of color. Embellishments are optional.
For display, you can’t just set an egg on a table—it will roll off! Somewhere in
your home is a unique egg display item. For example: (1) Tuck eggs into colorful
Easter grass in a pretty basket. (2) Stack several eggs in a rose bowl or brandy
snifter. (3) Place an egg in a liquor glass at each place setting for Easter dinner. (4)
Place eggs in a candy dish on a base of small candies. (5) Place an egg on an
ordinary egg cup at each place setting for Easter Sunday breakfast. (6) Hang eggs
by ribbon at various lengths in a window. (7) Place eggs on top of candlestick
holders of various heights for a table grouping. Be creative!
Give the Easter Bunny some competition!
© 2015 Sharon Greve Contact: castonshar@charter.net No reprint without permission.
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Needle Art, Embroidery Floss, Sewing Notions,
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Quilting Fabric, Wide Quilt Backings, Battings, Pillow Forms, Polyester
Fabric & Gift Items, Large selection of Fat Quarters $2.00 ea.
NEW (diaper making supplies) PUL, Hemp, Micro Fleece,
Stay-Dry wicking fabric, Birdseye, we will
be adding other items throughout the summer..
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-5pm • Saturday 8am-4pm • Closed Sundays

570 E. CR 300 N. • Arcola IL 61910 • 217-268-5117

Annie Sloan Decorative Chalk Paint®

Celebrating Its 25th
Anniversary

Chalk Paint® by Annie Sloan is
celebrating its 25th anniversary
this year. Originally invented in
Oxford, England, in 1990, Annie’s
signature range of decorative paint
revolutionized the way we see
decorative painting. She called her
paint Chalk Paint® because of its
velvety, matte finish and it is now
distributed all over the world, including
its introduction in the U.S. and Canada
four years ago.
The unique zero-VOC decorative
paint, made in the USA to Annie Sloan’s unique formula, sticks to just about
any surface, inside or out, with no need to sand or prime. Inspired by 18th
and 20thcentury décor and design, the line comprises 32 decorative and
historic colors that can be easily mixed to create an extensive color palette.
Chalk Paint® makes it simple to transform furniture, walls and floors and
anyone can achieve great results—from the novice to the experienced
upcycler, artist or designer.
Alongside the original launch of Chalk Paint®, Annie has developed
Soft Waxes in clear and dark (antique), which are used to give a subtle
sheen as well as protection and durability to painted projects. Additional
decorator’s accessories include an extensive line of brushes for paint
and wax, as well as lacquer for floors, découpage medium, craqueleur
varnish for a crackle finish, and gold size for easy application of metallic
embellishments.
The latest innovation is the Annie Sloan Stencil Collection, which has
just been introduced. There are 21 stencils in the Collection, including

strong abstract designs and elements from nature designed for use on
walls, floors and furniture. Available in two sizes, the stencils reflect a
wide range of styles including Coastal, Rustic Country, French Elegance,
Warehouse, Neoclassical, Bohemian, Traditional Swedish, Vintage Floral
and Modern Retro.
An Annie Sloan Fabric Collection was launched in 2012 to complement
the Chalk Paint® line and includes cotton tickings, toiles, florals and linens.
All fabrics are sourced directly from France and Belgium and are of the
highest quality cotton and linen. A Fragrance Collection, introduced in
2014, consists of six high-quality fragrances available in a candle or reed
diffuser that harmonize with the Chalk Paint® palette and are inspired by
historic French locations. They are made in England using a combination
of the finest ingredients, including natural and organic materials.
One of the world’s most respected experts in paint, color and
decorative painting techniques, Annie Sloan has had a major influence
on the painted furniture revolution through her easy approach, lively and
creative attitude to painting and the incredible popularity of her Chalk
Paint®. She has written more than 20 best-selling books on traditional
paints, colors and techniques and her Annie Sloan Work Book (published
by Oxfordfolio in 2012) is sold by Annie Sloan retailers to assist their clients
in planning their own projects.
Chalk Paint® and Annie’s other products are only available from
Annie Sloan Stockists and their websites and each shop is picked for its
individual style. Annie is a strong supporter of independent businesses
and has refused all approaches from major retailers and big box stores to
stock her products in order to maintain the personal service and expertise
provided by local shops.
Annie and her team train all their retailers to ensure that they know
how to use Chalk Paint® for their own painting projects, to give sound
advice to customers, and also to give them the training required to run the
popular Annie Sloan Workshops. These workshops are held for beginners
as well as advanced students and some feature techniques beyond
basic upcycling—such as distressing, gilding, crackle glazing, decoupage,
stenciling, working with fabrics, and more.

Learn more at: www.anniesloan.com, www.chalkpaint.com or http://
anniesloanpaintandcolour.blogspot.co.uk.
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Aromatherapy/Essential Oils

Lemon
Essential Oil
(Citrus limon)

By Wanda Headrick
The clean, refreshing uplifting essence of
lemon essential oil (Citrus limon) makes me think of the pleasant, warm,
sunny days of spring. Pure lemon essential oil is obtained from the peel of
the lemon fruit by a method known as cold expression. The lemon tree is
believed to be a native of southeastern China and India and was imported
to Europe via Persia and the Middle East with the returning crusaders in
the 12th Century. During Roman times, the peel of the lemon fruit was
used to perfume clothes and repel insects. Columbus brought lemon and
orange seeds on his second voyage to the West Indies in 1493. Today
the lemon tree is primarily cultivated in California, Florida and southern
Europe for pure lemon essential oil production. Lemon essential oil is a
yellow to pale yellow or greenish-yellow mobile liquid with a very light,
fresh, sweet odor.
Lemon essential oil is considered non-toxic and non-irritant. Sensitivity
can occur in some people, so it is always best to dilute lemon oil with a
carrier oil if it is to be used on the skin. Lemon essential oil is considered to
be phototoxic in direct sunlight and should not be used on the skin prior
to sun exposure if the skin area is to be uncovered.
Lemon essential oil is considered to have the following therapeutic
properties:
antiseptic, anti-microbial, anti-rheumatic, antiseptic,
antispasmodic, astringent, bactericidal, carminative (settles the digestive
system and assists expulsion of gas from the intestines), cicatrisant
(promotes the formation of scar tissue), depurative (purifying to body and
blood), diaphoretic (promotes perspiration), diuretic, febrifuge (cools and
reduces high body temperature), hypotensive, insecticidal, rubefacient
(an agent that is warming and increases blood flow), tonic, vermifuge
(causes expulsion of worms).
Some authors refer to lemon essential oil as the “oil of focus” as it is
thought to aid in concentration and memory. Studies in Japan found that
typing errors were reduced by 54 percent when lemon essential oil was
dispensed through the room. Lemon essential oil helps bring clarity and
mental flexibility to the mind. It is a wonderful aid for children struggling
in school as it helps individuals to be mentally present by focusing on one
thing at a time.
It restores energy by inspiring a natural playfulness and buoyancy
to the heart, releasing feelings of depression, insecurities and lack of
confidence, and then replacing them with feelings of joy and a happiness
to be involved in the present moment. According to G. Mojay, lemon
essential oil along with rose essential oil help “open the heart,” by
alleviating fears of emotional involvement.
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The mild detoxifying properties of lemon essential oil make it useful
to the circulatory system, for broken capillaries, nose bleeds, cellulite and
the lymphatic system.
Lemon essential oil is an astringent, counteracting over-production
of sebum and is often found helpful for teenage skin problems. Its antibacterial properties are beneficial for the treatment of acne and boils. It
tones and softens aging skin. It is recommended for treating warts and will
soothe insect bites and stings.
Lemon essential oil is like a breath of fresh air and positively wonderful
to use around your home. That is why I like to use it to clean my home,
especially the kitchen. It makes it smell fresh and uplifting, and it makes
the sink, stove, cooktop, countertops and oven sparkle. As it makes the
kitchen sparkle, the anti-bacterial properties help keep down germs that
like to collect from food preparation around the kitchen.
For cleaning sinks, countertops, appliances and dishcloths, I like to
drop pure Lemon Essential Oil on the item to be cleaned and rub around.
Then rinse it with clear warm water. For my stainless steel sink, I usually
scrub the lemon essential oil around with a green scratcher, followed by a
warm-water rinse and dry the sink out with a towel. This makes it sparkle
like new and the water will bead off for two to three days.

Mental Clarity Blend
Lemon Essential Oil.........................140 drops
Rosemary Essential Oil ......................20 drops
Basil Essential Oil.................................5 drops
Clary Sage Essential Oil......................10 drops
Patchouli Essential Oil...........................5 drops
Cypress Essential Oil...........................25 drops

Uplifting Blend
Lemon Essential Oil.........................150 drops
Sweet Orange Essential Oil................50 drops
Ginger Essential Oil............................10 drops
Lavender Essential Oil........................30 drops
Rose Essential Oil.................................5 drops
Cedarwood Essential Oil ...................25 drops
Both of the above blend recipes can be used in a similar way. Blend
the above essential oils together in a dark glass bottle with a euro-dropper
insert and a tight fitting lid. The essence of the Essential Oil Blend will not
mature for at least 4 days. If you do not like the smell of the blend it is
fine to add more of an oil you like and less of one you do not like. When
the blend is complete, you can use it in many ways:
Place a few drops at a time in a room diffuser, humidifier or on cotton
balls in a glass bowl scattered throughout the house or room.
You can blend 6 drops of the essential oil blend with 2 teaspoons of
Olive Oil and use it as a massage oil.
Add 10-20 drops of the essential oil blend to 1 tablespoon whole
milk or ½ and ½ and place in a warm water bath soak with 1/8 cup of
Dead Sea Mineral Salt and relax in a beautiful Uplifting Bath Soak.

Come Shop One of the Only Dime Stores Around!

Spring Window Cleaner
1 - 4oz Aluminum Spray Bottle
Lemon Essential Oil ........................100 drops

QUILTING AND FABRIC DEPARTMENT
One of the Largest in Southern Illinois
•Bulk Candy Displayed in an “Old Time Case”
•Braided Rugs & Chair Pads
•Home & Garden Decor
•Inspirational & Christian Gifts
•WoodWick & Soy Candles
•American Flags & Patriotic Merchandise

Monday-Friday 8:00-5:30 • Saturday 8:00-4:00
212 E. St. Louis St. • Nashville, IL • (618) 327-8898

leesvariety@hotmail.com • Become a Fan on FACEBOOK

Eucalyptus Essential Oil ......................20 drops
White Vinegar.............................2 teaspoons
3.5 ounces water
Shake well and use as needed. The Eucalyptus oil helps remove the
grease and grim that collects on windows. Always shake before using.

To purchase Pure Essential Oils and other supplies go to www.
flinthillsaromatherapy.com. Or e-mail: info@flinthillsaromatherapy.com.
We can be reached by phone @l 620-394-2250.
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When One Door Closes,
Another Opens

by Jace Sanders

Working at an antique mall is a fantastical adventure. I can spend
hours inspecting treasures from long ago. I speculate on their stories and
the experiences they’ve had. Often, an item will transport me to another
time and place and fill me with emotions. One of those treasures was a
green door with a mail slot.
Before email and texting and free long-distance calling, folks used
to write letters to loved ones. It would take a week or so to transport
the message some hundreds even thousands of miles and then another
week or so to receive a reply.
When I was a child, I would write my grandmother this way. I would
tell her that I looked forward to visiting and hoped she would make me
some cookies when I came. My grandma worked hard on a family farm.
She had a cache of jars of homemade bread and butter pickles that she’d
offer us with each visit. I miss those and I miss her more.
I have fond memories of hoeing fields and milking cows during my
short stays. I remember the smell of ham in the morning, frying on a
wood stove. And in the afternoons, my grandpa would sit in a large
armchair and sip a Dr. Pepper.
I remember their front door, painted green with a slot for mail. The
door was never locked. It didn’t matter the time or day—that door was
always open to me. I remember when she died and knocking on the
door, then occupied by my cousins. It felt very unnatural.
These were the memories provoked by one of those treasures, so I
bought the door.
The problem, though, was that a vintage sea green door would not
match any of the other doors in my house. I knew that it could quite
possibly spend the next twenty years in my garage.
Then I passed another booth whose merchant had done something
amazing. He took a door and repurposed it into something else—a
coffee table.
The door I bought was solid hardwood, roughly six feet tall. I trimmed
eighteen inches off each side and fastened them to the bottom of the
center section using a countersink drill bit, hiding the screws underneath
and inside the now-legs. The operation took about thirty minutes and now
I have a magnificent coffee table with a mail slot. Every time I look at it
I get a hankering for some good old-fashioned bread and butter pickles.

Jace Sanders is the Comptroller at Merchant Square Antique
Marketplace in Chandler, AZ. For more fantastic reads and ideas, visit
http://www.merchantsquareantiques.com/blog.

600 N Main
Woodlawn, IL
618-735-2003
Mon-Fri: 8:30-5
Sat: 9-5
It’s The Little Things That Make a Big Difference!
Quilts ••• Braided Rugs ••• Placemats ••• Pottery
Candles ••• Throws ••• Quotable Signs ••• Benches
Wall Shelves ••• Painted Furniture ••• Clocks ••• Tart
Burners ••• Usable Dishware ••• Berry Garlands
Wreaths ••• Baskets ••• Primitives ••• Pictures
Jars ••• Tins ••• Seasonal Decor & so much more!

The Knitting Savant

From the Beginning

By Andrea Springer

How long have you been knitting? If I had a nickel for
every time I’ve been asked that question my yarn stash
would be much bigger. Everyone who makes things with
their hands can tell you something about how and when
they started.
My own knitting story began in second grade with my cousin Alane.
She was learning to knit through
4-H, and I loved watching her work with her yarn and needles. As
our babysitter, she used my interest to her advantage. She gave me
needles and yarn, taught me how to cast on, and watched as I worked
quietly. For her, it was a way to manage an energetic child. For me, it
was my beginning as a knitter.
To an adult, knitting may look like a complicated process for a child.
Knitting requires two hands, working needles and yarn together at the
same time, and – what may seem to be the most challenging – sitting in
one spot for an extended period of time. As a beginning knitting instructor,
I’ve taught all ages and everyone has the same challenges when they
start. Most kids have an easier time picking up the mechanics of knitting,
because they’re always in the process of developing new skills and they
love seeing the product of their work grown on the needles.
Knitting has other benefits for children. As they work stitches, they’re
developing fine motor skills that will translate into writing. They count
stitches and learn to recognize patterns. As they progress, their ability
to focus and concentrate grows. And while their hands are busy, their

imagination can soar! To the rest of the world, it may look like play and
fun, but kids who knit are developing skills that will serve them throughout
their lives.
Do you know a child who wants to learn to knit? Help them find a
beginning class at your local yarn shop (LYS), connect them with a 4-H
club, find tutorial videos online, or consider being their “Alane” and sit
down and teach them yourself.
When working with kids, start with straight needles – US 9 or larger –
and some brightly colored chunky yarn. Teach them to cast on, bind off
and the knit stitch. Help them make a wash cloth, or a beanbag, anything
they can finish in a reasonable amount of time. My first project was a
headband, and I’ve never looked back. Once they get the hang of it,
most kids will enjoy the process and get excited about seeing something
“grow” as their projects progress. Most of all, they’ll enjoy the one-on-one
time with an adult who’s interested in them.
Knitting as a skill has been passed down from person to person over
the centuries. It might be your turn to share it with the next generation.

Andrea Springer blogs at www.knittingsavant.com where she helps
folks remember that they have everything they need to be successful in
knitting and in life. You can share comments or ideas with her at andrea@
knittingsavant.com or follow Knitting Savant on Facebook and Twitter.
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608-374-2777
www.marketplacetomah.com

Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5
& Wed 10- 3

Country &
Primitive
Home Decor
Baskets - Florals - Linens
Pictures - Candles Bird Houses - Lanterns
Garden Decor & Much More!
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A problem that beginning collectors need to be aware of are the
reproductions on the marketplace. While most patterns have not been
reproduced, some have been overrun with reproductions and, as a
result, the concerns have driven down prices. One of the most widely
reproduced patterns is Madrid, which was made in 49 pieces, twelve of
which have been reproduced. Several pieces in the Madrid pattern were
made for the 1976 United States Bicentennial and had a “76” embossed
into the mold. These are easy to spot but most reproductions are not that
easy to detect. Beginning collectors are advised to get one of the current
price guides on depression glass, which concentrate on patterns that were
available in a “basic setting,” consisting of cups, saucers and plates for
everyday use and show exactly which pieces were reproduced in each
pattern.
Of all the things that people collect, Depression glass is the most
thoroughly researched, with dozens of price guides written about it. While
Hazel Marie Weatherman’s first two books, called Colored Glassware of
the Depression Era covered nearly 1,000 patterns and the second volume
is considered to be “the bible” of Depression glass and a “must have” for
serious collectors, they are out of print and bring premium prices when
located.

Depression Glass

By Len Waska

After pressed glass replaced china and pottery for everyday table
use in the mid -1800s, glass making became an art form with artisans
like Louis Comfort Tiffany and Steuben’s Frederick Carder developing new
colors, shapes and techniques almost daily. Interest in Art Glass peaked
in the early twentieth Century, but glassware was still very labor intensive,
each piece being blown, etched and polished by hand with a lot of
attention to detail. This of course was expensive and no problem during
the “roaring twenties” but became a huge problem when the Great
Depression gripped the country.
Like four small streams that merge to form a large river, four events
merged to cause the upheaval in the glass industry during the 1920s. One
factor was the evolution of national advertising in which a company could
let housewives all across the country know about their products, much like
the Internet has done for today’s small business. The second factor was the
improvement in mechanization and automation that allowed glassware
to be quickly mass-produced and sold for a small fraction of the selling
price of handmade glass. The third factor was the Great Depression,
which put everything but the cheapest goods out of reach of the average
housewife, and the fourth factor was the fact that Americans were getting
tired of everything being mostly black or white. They wanted color in their
lives and Depression glass met that demand.
As the Depression devastated the nation, thousands of companies
fought to stay alive and, for many, Depression glass was the answer.
Costing only pennies, hundreds of businesses could afford to give away
pieces of Depression glass as premiums for customer’s purchases. Motion
picture theaters had “dish night,” and pieces of glass were included in
boxes of products like soap powder, Pillsbury Flour and Mother’s Oats. It
was better than Cracker Jack! The end result was that every household in
the nation had at least one piece of Depression glass and, even though
money was tight, that extra dime could buy another piece to add to your
table setting or as a gift for a hard working housewife.
While many glass houses were making colored glassware in the late
1920s, most of them weren’t fully automated until the early 1930s, and
the vast majority of the patterns most popular today came into being at
that time.
Depression glass comes in over three-dozen variations of pink, green,
blue and yellow and has hundreds of complicated patterns, many of
which were designed to imitate the hand-etched styles of earlier years,
but were often used to hide the numerous imperfections in the glass
itself. As a result of its inexpensive, automated, machine-driven, mass
production, Depression glass is full of errors both major and minor. Many
pieces will “wobble” instead of sitting flat on a surface; will lean to one
side; have bubbles in the glass; blobs on the surface or lines called straw
marks; and the color of two pieces in the same pattern may not match.
This is “Depression glass” and none of these flaws detract from its value or
appeal to collectors.
Like all collectibles, Depression glass values are dependent on rarity
and desirability.
Many pieces are plentiful enough that prices are reasonably low, while
other pieces are so rare that, when found, they command extremely high
prices. An example of the former is Bubble, made by Hocking Glass Co.
where a cup and saucer in crystal sells for $3. An example of the latter
is Ruba Rhombic, which is so rare that it seldom even appears at glass
shows and single pieces sell for hundreds of dollars.

Anticipating
the Wait
by Marlene Oddie

My journey in the quilting world has taught
me patience; a patience that I never had as a
child or in my early youth.
Even as my own boss, I have learned there are deadlines to meet.
For example, when I want to promote or publish something using social
media, I can set my own deadlines. However, traditional forms like
newspapers, books or new paper patterns will probably have deadlines
beyond my control.
With a newspaper, the wait time is minimal as the deadlines try to
keep the ‘news’ timely. If you’ve been reading my column in The Country
Register on a regular basis, then you’ve followed a bit of my journey. For
this bi-monthly paper, it is a bit longer lead-time than a daily or weekly
newspaper—what I’m writing today you might see in a month or so.
With a book, the wait time can be longer. A manuscript finished in
May might be released to the public a year later. I quilted “Double Nine
Patch” and “Birds in the Air” almost a year before the Red, White and
Quilted book (available now) was released. Those quilts are on display at
the AQS shows this year. I hope you’ll stop in and see them at a show near
you. Watch for my co-authored book with Leila Gardunia entitled You
Can Quilt! Building Skills for Beginners. This came into being after winning
a ribbon in 2013 with my “Rosie’s BOMb” quilt at AQS Des Moines. We
think this book will provide a great set of tools for many different types of
techniques to all those who want to learn how to piece a quilt.
When releasing a new pattern with a new line of fabric, it may also
take up to a year before the general public can re-create the quilt with
the same fabrics. That is a long wait time for the designer to see the
reaction of the general public to the new design.
The exciting part is that I have a new design being released at Spring
Market this year (May 15) with Island Batik fabrics. Here is an in-progress
sneak peek of “Woven Braid.” My local customers watched it come
together this winter and I’ve already had several pre-orders for complete
kits. This was an exciting result since there was not a lot of time to sit
and ponder in the creative zone. When this becomes available, likely in
August, I will have it on my website and available in the studio.
Did I say patience is a virtue? I’m still learning!

Marlene Oddie is an engineer by education, project manager by
profession and now a quilter by passion in Grand Coulee, WA. She enjoys
long-arm quilting on her Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially enjoys
designing quilts and assisting in the creation of a meaningful treasure
for the recipient. Follow Marlene’s adventures via her blog at http://
kissedquilts.blogspot.com, on http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts, or
stop by this summer during the Row by Row Experience.
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Backyard Memories
of Flowers and Footsteps
by Kerri Habben
Every spring I find myself contemplating the rebirth of the earth. It
both quietly mystifies me and fills me with more than a bit of awe. I
wonder how it is the bulbs in the ground know when to sleep and then
when to awaken. I ponder how the land that was mottled and dormant
suddenly emerges green and vibrant. I come away with the hope that
we humans will yet learn from this example of renewal.
As I study the backyard, I see myself through different stages of my
life lived upon the land—the young child who ran and played and the
girl who walked across the yard after getting off the school bus. I see the
teenager who sat with her friends as they learned who they were and
who they dreamed of becoming. I see the young woman who emerged
from these experiences and the dreams that did not come to fruition-and
those that blossomed in amazing and unexpected ways.
I see a woman approaching middle age who both cannot
comprehend where the time went and yet savors the power and beauty
of all the years graciously given. I see gratitude and joy. My feet travel
well-worn paths and sense the energy of all that has been, all that is, and
all that is yet to be,
Thus I offer a poem, an ode to the land—the land that has been a
canvas upon which so much life has been lived. Land upon which lives
are treasured, and always, love is growing.

To all of the Footsteps in our Backyard
In our backyard, ours now
for nearly thirty-seven years
once fell the footsteps of loved ones passed on.
Some hands used hammers, pitchforks and rakes.
Some moved knitting needles and crochet hooks as we sat.
On the back porch, potatoes were peeled, beans were snapped
and many repasts were enjoyed together.
Sometimes we just held to each other,
as the seasons evolved and time traveled on.
Together we shared this patch of earth.
Daddy mowed the lawn, and on the first full day of spring 2001,
I inherited the job of tending a carpet of clover, violets and grass.
Beside the stairs are the hawthorn bushes he planted.
In the azalea garden is his rose bush.
He built up patches with timbers.
where we planted herbs and flowers.
There is always thyme somehow,
with lemon balm, lamb’s ear and lavender.
Savory, rosemary, chives, oregano and sage.
Along the porch grow zinnias, salvia and geraniums.
Beside the house, a marigold bed shares soil with candytuft, mint
and yarrow.
The middle patch is a menagerie of daisies, impatiens and purple
coneflower
with amaryllis, chrysanthemums, verbena and petunias.
In 2004, we planted a memory garden with roses, lantana and
rosemary,
the path bordered by wood my dad cut over two decades ago,
old pieces cast off when new deck railings were set in.
Two summers later we added a plant for my grandmother
when she died at the age of 99 years, 7 months and 4 days.
My grandparents’ bench sits near the lilac tree Poppy planted,
not far from the nettle patch with a silver maple tree.
When I was a child, Uncle Henry tended tomatoes here.
A few springs ago, I turned over two new patches along the path
to the porch.
I sit in my chair, grateful for the footsteps of today,
and for the ones that once fell in our backyard,
ours now for nearly thirty-seven years.

Kerri Habben is a writer, photographer and historian living in Raleigh,
NC. An avid crocheter and knitter, she learned these skills from her
grandmother and mother. She donates many of her yarn creations to
those in need. Kerri has gathered a decade of essays she is working to
publish. She can be reached at elhserenade@earthlink.net.
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QUILTS THAT REDEEM

“Velveteen Rabbit”
Quilts

By Sherry Osland

Since the beginning of the New Year, thoughts have been circling
‘round in my head; brought on by quilts passing through my shop that
have been well-worn and well-loved. While not many in number, yet
more than the usual, the quilts and the thoughts surrounding them have
seemed to line up as if demanding to be organized into a quilt story – THIS
one! While working with them, they’ve taken me back to the childhood
story of The Velveteen Rabbit. For all that the rabbit in the story was worn
and tattered and, literally, loved to pieces, so were these quilts.
One mother carried in such a quilt wondering if it could be salvaged.
It’s particular “story” involved four maternal generations of her family. She
hoped the quilt could be restored for the sake of the love and sentiment
embodied within those tattered pieces.
Over the years, I have seen many such quilts – loved beyond the
hope of any further “use” except to be stored safely away somewhere.
Thankfully, I didn’t say anything as I looked at the sad quilt in front of me.
Knowing the hope in the mother’s heart, I took a second look. First, I saw
one block that looked to be fairly intact, then, a second; a third and so
on. With closer examination, I found it was mostly the border fabric that
was completely shredded. It came to me that there might be just enough
intact blocks to make at least a wall quilt or possibly a small throw. The
mother left it with me as I gave cautious assurance.
Thankfully, several things fell into place. I have a collection of feed
sacks including some used ones. As I auditioned some of them, the used
ones actually looked best alongside the butterflies of worn and faded
prints. The newer ones jumped out and screamed “I’m bright! I’m new!”
By incorporating the worn feed sacks, they blended well and matched.
Most of the thread of the embroidered bodies of the butterflies had longsince worn off, but they had been done in black floss, so they were easily
re-stitched. When finished, the small throw was happily collected – with
tears and a hug! Still fragile, but able to be handled gently and hung for
display . . . sentiments intact and able to be passed down to yet another
generation, or possibly, two.
With that, I thought I had pretty much worked through and
encapsulated the whole Velveteen Rabbit/Velveteen Quilts thoughts and
ideas. The story could soon be written. Then! I began reading the book
Kisses From Katie while eating my lunch. In typical God-fashion, I had
actually heard the author (Katie Davis) on Family Life – a Christian radio
program I listen to daily. A friend mentioned she had read the book,
and that prompted me to check it out. One day, I laid it down and just
started crying. It wasn’t the first time. A young American girl (19 at the
time!!) started out on a short-term mission trip to Africa. She returned to
live there and began a ministry of taking in and caring for young girls.
Some, but not all, were orphans. However, all had need of care: food,
medical attention, education and LOVE. The day I laid the book down
and cried was because she used the analogy of The Velveteen Rabbit in
talking about these children. (Why am I always so blown away when God
surprises me like this in His attention to details?!) However, she didn’t use
the analogy of her girls being worn and tattered from being so loved. In
the story of the rabbit, the young boy loves him so much that he loves
all his whiskers off, the pink sateen lining to his ears turns grey, his brown
spots fade, and he’s so misshapen he no longer looks like a rabbit. When
the boy contracts scarlet fever, the rabbit is tossed out -- an infected old
toy no longer able to be with the boy. One day when well, the boy sees
real rabbits playing together in the grass in the yard. One of them looks
particularly familiar . . . it’s his old, worn out, stuffed rabbit who has been
made “real” by the nursery magic Fairy. Katie, the author, talks about her
girls who, with God’s love through her, become “real” through the process
of becoming His.
That’s why it hit me so hard! How simple, yet profound. THIS is
where God was leading my many thoughts about The Velveteen Rabbit
correlated with the Velveteen Quilts. Thoughts lined up in my mind so
I could make sense of them in a way He’s wanted me to see. It’s the
“becoming REAL” part . . . shedding new light on the living Word and
allowing me new insights of a verse He subsequently brought to mind:
“Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone,
the new has come!” 2 Corinthians 5:17

Article by Sherry Osland, owner of Praise Works Quilting. In business
and ministry for 14 years. Contact information: 1-785-263-4600 or
sherryo51@hotmail.com. Hours Tues, Wed, Thurs 11:00 – 5:00. (Mon. and
Fri. by apt.) Author of Quilts That Redeem (Seeing God’s Hand at Work) –
publication stories compiled into book form. (Great gift for quilters)

You can register to win a copy of
“Take My Hand Again”
TO ENTER
send a post card w/name, address, ph.# to:
Country Register Office
P.O. Box 32581 • Oklahoma City, OK 73123
or email name, address, ph.# & book choice to:
countryregister@hotmail.com

